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About This Game

Help Annie build a farm and prepare for her wedding in Farm Tribe 2! This time around, you’ll need to restore a once glorious
mansion and return an old farm to life, all the while earning enough money for Annie's impending wedding ceremony. You’ll be
in charge of hiring and training workers, creating a thriving market and even building a farmyard! An excellent strategy game

with a fascinating plot and an unexpected ending.

Unique gameplay
Discover the secret of the old mansion

Prepare for the wedding!
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Highly recommend this game. Gameplay is fun, and the bow mechanics feel really good. The different game modes are great
and they have more coming in the future. The devs are active on reddit and actually listen to feedback which is awesome..
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. To be blunt.... THIS IS GREAT

while only containing... nine... tracks it is a great addition for anyone who owns Sora and adores the OST (I should point out this
is the UNUSED tracks, a mix of Rendezvous, and to top it off... a mix of... Icarus... (The track from Suguri's tralier) it also
contains a piano solo which has the same name as the OST.
All of the tracks are great in their own way, though I can't for the life of me begin to describe them, the first one is... slow, birds
can be heard chirping allong side the ever constant beat, then all of a suden it changes to a MUCH faster paced track with the
second track in the nine and after both Icarus and Rendezvous (Two tracks from Suguri's ST(sound track)) you get the paino
solo, admitently a very good solo. (For my kind of pour knolage of painos)
Irconacly I as I'm witing this am listening to Icarus... no really... the latter half just started.
I probably should stop now... this is an ST, nothing to write before hand in Notepad for, this is great if you buy Sora buy this and
the OST...
DO. IT.
DO.
IT.
JUST. DO. IT!. Love it.
Everything about this is amazing.
Cherish it.
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Needs more bosses, items and music and it will be fantastic.. The game is alright, and i do recommend, But THOUSANDS OF
FLAWS Are included.
-There needs to be multiple ways to go just like binding of isaac. This is inspired by binding of isaac, right?
-There has to be more levels.
-More Powerups must be there
-more characters
-and make updates.. Nice little casual game to enjoy on the vacation, kids seem to enjoy it to. The perfect fusion between
Hotline Miami and Furi. Fast-paced shooting and movements, satisfying Combos and Achievements, and a great time-killer to
play between matchmaking queues or in short breaks. Totally recommend it at full price. Worths, every, dollar. Period.. Wow.
Didn't know you can die from looking at yourself.
Oh, well.
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This is a great game for time passing and a great metaphor for life's long run. After wading through all the idiots leaving idiotic
signs and appreciating the true shared wisdom and words of what little of those signs are left. One can leave their mark, positive
or join the idiots, on the beautiful game that is The Master. For $0.99 the moral of this seemingly storyless journey is probably
one of the best one's I've seen. 10/10. How can I not like this game?

First off, the controls... "A" key or "←" key to go left and "D" key or "→" key to go right. Then "spacebar" to drop the bombs
on the terrorist. Simple as that. So simple that I was playing with one hand and multi-tasking with the other hand. It was so easy,
that I was able to adjust my bra (among other things), take a sip of my tea, check my phone & send random texts with my right
hand, all while bombing ISIS. The best part is, the terrorist weren't even fighting back.

Secondly, the music... it's a catchy, upbeat tune. I found myself nodding my head along with the beat and swaying side to side.
One could even say that it's music I could strip to. (Haha!) I want that for one of my ringtones, by the way.

Lastly, unlimited bombs = fun! Just have Putin fly over the terrorist and -- bombs away!

I got this game at a discount.
Sheer, morbid curiosity made me buy it. What with the "Sure, why not?"
I played it for the laughs (and easy achievements)

10 / 10 would bomb and strip again.

Thanks, Nikita. Do svidaniya!. This Game Is A Masterpiece, I have just recently competed this game and I'm so sad that it's
over. To anyone deciding whether to buy this game or not take it from me and buy it as soon as you can. simply Outstanding..
Took me a little over an hour to beat this game, It was actually quite fun, Well worth the money if you catch it on a good sale.

10/10 Delivery. Do you want to drop a dollar to look edgy? Because I know I sure do.

Seriously, just use your own judgement.. Terrible game. It feels soulless and superficial. Little choice, little variety, little
growth. Mechanics are unfun. I can sum it up by saying: it ain't no Puzzle Quest.. I really wanted to like this game, but there is
just too many bugs with it right now. After multiple restarts, I was able to do contracts (for some reason, sometimes the
contracts list is totally empty and requires you to interact with the tutorial cell phone, atleast was the case for me). However,
even after doing contracts, I found the game much too difficult to stay afloat financially. After making about 5 sales, I was in
the red again a few seconds later. The game has a really cool concept and has some awesome potential, however right now it
really needs some TLC. As of now, the game isn't built for it's demographic: stoners. Its unreliable user interface, confusing
tutorial system and in game financial difficulty you witness at the very beginning of the game result in a very broken and
unforgiving experience. As I said before, this game has some really good potential and I want to like it. As it stands, I wouldn't
recommend buying this right now. Not even for the sale price of $11.99. Neat little pick up game
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